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NOTICE

Sub: Modalities for banning/ blacklisting of NRS consumers for misutilization/ misdirection of
coal
CIL CFDS in its 294b meeting held

on 14.70.2022 approved the guidelines for banning/blacklisting of NRS
consumers for misutilization/misdirection of coal with respect to eligibility for participation in NRS Linkage
auction and supply of coal under FSA. The guideline will also be applicable for erstwhile FSAs(pre NRS
Linkage auction regime).
The modalities are as under:

M-odalities for banning/ blacklisting of NRs consumers for misutilization/ misdirection
of coal:

A. Major circumstances of Banning/Blacktistin g for misutilization/misdirection of
coal:
> communication from statutory authorities like cBI, police, court of law etc. containing
alle€ations/finding/ establishing charge(s)of misutilization of coal against any non-power unit andl
or its director/management.
> Finding of the instance of misutilization of coal internally by the coal company.
B.

Guiding principle regarding

misutilization/ misdirection of coal :

banning/

blacklisting

of

consumers for

> Prior to suspension or banning for supply/participation, as it may, a notice calring for
explanation will be issued by the supplying coal company, pursuant to approval of comp6tent
authority, to the alleged customer.
> The period of suspension/banning shall be for a period of 5 years. In case the reason of
such suspension is mitigated earlier then the suspension will stand accordingly withdrawn.
wherever the reason of suspenslon is not completely mitigated (because of reasons like
pendency of kial or no clearance given by enforcement authority atc.), the period of suspension
to be extended till the time of acquittal or a direction/clearance is given by eniorcement authorityT
court or maximum period of banning, as imposed, whichever is eirlier. However, participation in
linkage auction shall not be restricted as long as charge sheet is not filed against the consumer.
Wherever the allegations stand proved, all running coal supply agreements will be
terminated forthwith with corresponding forfeit{.rre of EMD/security Deposit, ai a penalty towards
the breach. Moreover, further participation in Linkage auction by the plant shall also be banned
till completion of tenure of suspension/banning.

!

!

C. Detailed Guideline regarding period of suspension/banning covering the
aspects ofsupply of coal under FSA and participation in linkage auction:

1' complain regarding misutilization of coal received from statutory authorities/
CBI/ Investigating agencies:
i,

Supply of coal under Fuel Supply Agreementi
a. upon receipt of any adverse report/ order, coal supply and further transactron under

Supply Agreement will be stopped for concerned non-power unit immediately
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D. show cause Notice: AI the above cases where coar suppries are
to be suspended &
signing of FsA withheld or FSA is contemplated to be terminated, a prior show-cause
notice shall
be issued to the concerned party.

E. change of prant ownership: In the event of transfer of end use prant/takeover
of a
compary/change of managemen{change of name etc. (including but not timitei
to Ncr_r inJ
other Gov-ernmental proceedings) during the period of dibarmeni, the new
owner sharr remain
debarred for the remaining period of suipension of 5 years.

F. undertaking by unit: All the bidders/ FsA holders shall submit an undertaking
in the
form of an affidavit sworn before appropriate authority about factuar
status of inrestigaiionsl if
any and its current status against them by investigating agency or court
of raw, ,.guri;ry on."
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Auction service provider regarding invoking and revoking banning/suspeniion -r;i
supply/participation on any unit/consumer, as dee-med required.

This above guideline shall be applicable with immediate effect.
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GM, NEC

Service Providers: MSTC
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Director(Marketing)
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4
5

GM/HoD(Legal) CIL
CM(FSA/Linkage)/CM(Legat-M&S)

5

Manage(Fin-M&S), CIL
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